Initialization of Single Spin Dressed States using Shortcuts to Adiabaticity
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We demonstrate the use of shortcuts to adiabaticity protocols for initialization, read-out, and coherent control of dressed states generated by closed-contour, coherent driving of a single spin. Such dressed states have recently been shown to exhibit efficient coherence protection, beyond what their two-level counterparts can offer. Our state transfer protocols yield a transfer fidelity of \(\sim 99.4(2)\%\) while accelerating the transfer speed by a factor of 2.6 compared to the adiabatic approach. We show bidirecionality of the accelerated state transfer, which we employ for direct dressed state population read-out after coherent manipulation in the dressed state manifold. Our results enable direct and efficient access to coherence-protected dressed states of individual spins and thereby offer attractive avenues for applications in quantum information processing or quantum sensing.
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The pursuit of protocols for quantum sensing [1,2] and quantum information processing [3,4] builds on established techniques for initializing, coherently manipulating, and reading out quantum states, as extensively demonstrated in, e.g., trapped ions [5,6], solid-state qubits [7], and color center spins [8]. Importantly, the involved quantum states need to be protected from decoherence [9], which is primarily achieved by pulsed dynamical decoupling [10–12], a technique that suffers from drawbacks including experimental complexity and vulnerability to pulse errors. In contrast, dressed states generated by continuous driving of a quantum system yield efficient coherence protection [13–16], even for comparatively weak driving fields [17], in a robust, experimentally accessible way that is readily combined with quantum gates [18–20].

A major bottleneck for further applications of such dressed states, however, is the difficulty in performing fast, high-fidelity initialization into individual, well-defined dressed states. Up to now, such initialization has focused on two-level systems and has mainly used adiabatic state transfer [18,19], without detailed characterization of the resulting fidelities. Adiabatic state transfer, however, suffers from a tradeoff between speed and fidelity: The initialization must be slow to maintain fidelity, but fast enough to avoid decoherence during state transfer. For experimentally achievable driving field strengths, this tradeoff and the remaining sources of decoherence form a key limitation to further advances in the use of dressed states in quantum information processing and sensing.

Here, we overcome these limitations with a twofold approach, where we employ recently developed protocols for “shortcuts to adiabaticity” (STA) [21–25] and apply them to the initialization of three-level dressed states that exhibit efficient coherence protection, beyond what is offered by driven two-level systems [17]. Specifically, we focus on dressed states emerging from closed-contour driving (CCD) of a quantum three-level system [17] [Fig. 1(a)]. These dressed states stand out due to remarkable coherence properties and tunability through the phase of the involved driving fields [17]. While dynamical decoupling by continuous driving has previously been demonstrated for electronic spins in diamond [14,17,19,26,27], STA have never been explored on such solid-state spins in their ground state [25], or on the promising three-level dressed states we study here. By combining STA and CCD, we establish an attractive, room-temperature platform for applications, e.g., in quantum sensing of high-frequency magnetic fields [28,29] on the nanoscale.

We implement these concepts on individual nitrogen-vacancy (NV) electronic spins, which, due to their room-temperature operation and well-established methods for optical spin initialization and read-out [30], provide an attractive, solid-state platform for quantum technologies. The dressed states we study emerge from the \(S = 1\) electronic spin ground state of the negatively charged NV center, specifically from the eigenstates \(|m_s\rangle\) of the spin projection operator \(\hat{S}_z\) along the NV axis, with \(m_s = 0, \pm 1\) being the corresponding spin quantum numbers [Fig. 1(a)] [31]. To dress the NV spin states, we simultaneously and coherently drive all three available spin transitions, using microwave (MW) magnetic fields [32] to drive the \(|0\rangle \leftrightarrow |\pm 1\rangle\) transitions and time-varying strain fields [26,27] to drive the magnetic dipole-forbidden \(|-1\rangle \leftrightarrow |+1\rangle\) transition [Fig. 1(a) and [33]]. The resulting CCD dressed states [17] offer superior coherence...
FIG. 1. State transfer schematics. (a) Level scheme of the NV $S = 1$ ground state with spin states $|m_s\rangle$ (magnetic quantum number $m_s = 0, \pm 1$). All three spin transitions are individually and coherently addressable, either by MW magnetic fields ($\Omega_{1,2}(t)$, light and dark blue) or by a cantilever induced strain field ($\Omega$, red), enabling a CCD. (b) Level schemes in the rotating frame for appropriate driving field phases [see text]. The initial system (left) comprises the states $|0\rangle$ and $|\pm\rangle$, with the $|\pm\rangle$ being equal admixtures of $|\pm 1\rangle$. Ramping the amplitudes of both MW fields causes a transfer to the final dressed states $|\Psi_k\rangle$ ($k = 0, \pm 1$, right). We initialise the system in $|0\rangle$, which is adiabatic ramping transferred to $|\Psi_{+1}\rangle$ (orange transition). (c) Pulse sequence employed for state transfer. Note that in general $\Omega_{1,2}(t)$ have different time dependencies.

We study state transfer between the initial ($|0\rangle$, $|\pm\rangle$) and final states ($|\Psi_k\rangle$) under ambient conditions using an experimental setup described elsewhere [17] and by employing the pulse sequence shown in Fig. 1(c). A green laser pulse prepares the initial system in $|\Psi(t = 0)\rangle \equiv |0\rangle$. Then, we individually ramp the MW field amplitudes (with ramp time $t_r$) to transfer $|0\rangle$ to the dressed state $|\Psi_{+1}\rangle$ [Fig. 1(b)]. After letting the system evolve in the presence of all three driving fields, we read out the population in $|0\rangle$ at time $t$, $p_0(t) = \langle |0\rangle |\Psi(t)\rangle|^2$, using spin-dependent fluorescence. During the whole pulse sequence, the amplitude of the mechanical driving field is constant at $\Omega/\Delta \nu = 510$ kHz, while the mechanical oscillator is driven near resonance at 5.868 MHz (implying $B_z = 1.82$ G).

To demonstrate state transfer into a dressed state, we first focus on an adiabatic protocol to benchmark our subsequent studies. Inspired by the “STIRAP” sequence developed for quantum-optical “A-systems” [38,39], we choose [40]

$$\Omega_{1,2}(t) = \Omega \sin [\theta(t)],$$

[Fig. 2(a)], with

$$\theta(t) = \frac{\pi}{2} + \frac{1}{\nu} \ln \left[ \frac{1}{\nu} / [2 \sin^{-1}(\epsilon)] - 1 \right],$$

being a Fermi function with time shift $t_0 = \ln (\pi/[2 \sin^{-1}(\epsilon)] - 1)/\nu$ and free parameters $\epsilon$ and $\nu$. Here, $\nu$ controls the slope of $\theta(t)$ at $t = t_0$ and is connected to the ramp time $t_r = t_0 - \ln (\pi/[2 \sin^{-1}(1 - \epsilon)] - 1)/\nu$, while $\epsilon \ll 1$ sets the amplitude of the ramp’s unavoidable discontinuities at $t = 0$ and $t = t_r$. In all our experiments we use $\epsilon = 10^{-3}$, as this value is comparable to the estimated amplitude noise of our MW signals [33].

Figure 2(b) presents the time evolution of $p_0$ for several values of $t_r$. For fast ramping, i.e., small $t_r$, $p_0$ oscillates even for $t > t_r$; by increasing $t_r$, the amplitude of these oscillations reduces, until $p_0$ becomes time independent with $p_0 \sim 1/3$. This marks a change from a nonadiabatic to
an adiabatic transition with increasing $t_r$ [33]. Fast, nonadiabatic ramping results in a superposition of dressed states at the end of the ramp. During the subsequent time evolution each dressed state accumulates a dynamical phase, resulting in a beating (with frequency $\sqrt{3\Omega/2}$) in the measured population $p_0$. Conversely, for larger $t_r$ we adiabatically prepare the single dressed state $|\Psi_{-1}\rangle$, where no such beating occurs and $p_0 = |\langle 0|\Psi_{-1}\rangle|^2 = 1/3$, as observed in the experiment. We corroborate our experimental findings by calculating the time evolution $p_0(t)$ using Hamiltonian (1) and find excellent agreement with our data [Fig. 2(b)]. This agreement is additionally highlighted by the line cut in Fig. 2(c) taken in the nonadiabatic regime at $t_r = 6.8 \mu s$ [green dashed line indicated in Fig. 2(b)].

Having established adiabatic state transfer into the dressed state basis, we investigate STA to speed up the initialization procedure. Theoretical proposals provide various techniques for STA, including transitionless driving (TD) [21,22] or the dressed state approach to STA [41]. All techniques harness nonadiabatic transitions by adding theoretically engineered corrections to the state transfer Hamiltonian. Adding a TD control results in the correction

$$\hat{H}_0(t) \rightarrow \hat{H}_0(t) + i\hbar(\partial_t \hat{U}(t)\hat{U}(t),$$

with $\hat{U}(t)$ being the transformation operator from $\{|m\rangle\}$ into the adiabatic eigenstate basis [21]. We note that in our experiment, we can only implement the TD correction of Eq. (5) for $\Phi = \pi/2$, where time reversal symmetry is maximally broken and the resulting TD correction is therefore purely real. An imaginary component would require control of the phase and amplitude of driving fields, which our mechanical-oscillator mediated strain drive cannot provide on the relevant timescales. For different values of $\Phi$, however, other STA ramps could be found using the dressed state formalism [33,41]. Applying correction (5) to Hamiltonian (1) results in the modified MW pulse amplitudes

$$\Omega_{1,2}(t) = \Omega \sin \theta(t) \pm 2 \cos[\theta(t)] \partial_t \theta(t)$$

while keeping the phases of all fields constant. Figure 3(a) shows the resulting MW pulse shapes for $\nu = \Omega/2$ and $\Omega = 510 \text{ kHz}$. Note that the TD approach provides different corrections for the two MW fields, such that both field amplitudes are ramped successively with different functional forms.

Figure 3(b) depicts the experimental result of the state transfer when applying the TD corrected ramps.

FIG. 2. Adiabatic state transfer. (a) Experimentally employed ramps for the MW field amplitudes. Both MW fields are ramped simultaneously in an optimized STIRAP pulse shape [see text]. The slope parameter $\nu$ is directly linked to the ramp time $t_r$. (b) Two-dimensional plots of $p_0 = |\langle 0|\psi(t)\rangle|^2$ as a function of evolution time $t$ and ramp time $t_r$. The left plot shows experimental data, and the right plot shows theoretical calculations based on a fully coherent evolution. For small $t_r$, oscillations in the population indicate a nonadiabatic transfer, whereas for slower ramping of the MW fields the state transfer becomes adiabatic. The green line indicates the location of the line cut presented in (c). (c) Line cut of measured population $p_0$ (green) as a function of evolution time $t$ for $\nu = \Omega/2$ with corresponding calculation (black).

FIG. 3. STA state transfer protocol. (a) Envelope of the optimized MW field amplitudes for $\nu = \Omega/2$ and $\Omega/2\pi = 510 \text{ kHz}$. Modifications of the adiabatic pulse shape (dashed) lead to altered and unequal ramps for the two MW fields ($\Omega_1$ light blue, $\Omega_2$ dark blue). (b) Two-dimensional plots of $p_0$ as a function of evolution time $t$ and ramp time $t_r$. The left plot shows experimental data, and the right plot the theoretical calculations. We achieve state transfer with high fidelity independent of $t_r$. The green line indicates the location of the line cut presented in (c) with ramp parameters at the experimental limit (border of grayed area). (c) Line cut of measured population $p_0$ (green) as function of evolution time $t$ for the same parameters as in Fig. 2(c) with corresponding calculation (black).
Independent of $t_r$, the time evolution of $p_0$ converges to 1/3, which indicates perfect initialization of a single dressed state, even for the fastest ramps, in striking agreement with the calculations. For TD driving, there exists a lower bound for $t_r$, below which the TD ramps lead to momentary driving field amplitudes either $<0$ or $> \Omega$ [33]. For a fair comparison with adiabatic state transfer, we therefore exclude this parameter range from our study [grayed area in Fig. 3(b)]. The fastest possible state transfer corresponds to $\nu = \Omega/2$, resulting in $t_r = 6.8 \mu s$, the value at which the data in Fig. 3(c) have been obtained.

Figures 2(c) and 3(c) allow for a direct comparison of adiabatic and STA transfer protocols, since both measurements are recorded with the same set of experimental parameters. For the first approach, $p_0$ clearly indicates nonadiabatic errors in dressed state initialization [Fig. 2(c)]. However, for the TD ramp, almost no oscillations in $p_0$ are visible, indicating excellent state transfer [Fig. 3(c)]. The remaining small oscillations are attributed to residual imperfections in the dressed state initialization, which we discuss in the next paragraph. To achieve a transfer fidelity as determined by these residual oscillations, our calculations show that an adiabatic ramp of at least $t_r = 17.6 \mu s$ would be required, which determines the speedup factor of 2.6 we achieve for TD over adiabatic ramping for our given experimental parameters [33].

To demonstrate reversibility and to verify that the TD protocol indeed results in initialization of a single, pure dressed state, we reverse the state transfer and map from the dressed states back to the initial system. Specifically, we use the TD technique presented in Fig. 3 to prepare the system in a single dressed state, and then use an inverted TD protocol (i.e., $t \to t_r - t$) to map back to the bare NV state $|0\rangle$ [Fig. 4(a)]. Figure 4(b) shows the time evolution of $p_0$ as we apply the remapping protocol, where we set $\nu = \Omega/2$ (maximal ramping speed) for both directions. Clearly, almost all of the population in the dressed state returns to $|0\rangle$, thereby indicating coherent, reversible population transfer between undressed and dressed states. Additionally, such measurements allow us to quantify the efficiency of a single state transfer under the fair assumption that mapping in and mapping out yield the same transfer fidelity. We quantify the fidelity by repeatedly mapping in and out of the dressed state basis, with each set of one mapping in and one mapping out constituting a single “remapping cycle.” We vary the number of remapping cycles $N$ and read out the population $p_0$ at the end [Fig. 4(c)]. An exponential fit then yields the fidelity $F = 99.4(2)\%$ for a single transfer process. This transfer fidelity is experimentally limited by uncertainties in setting the global phase $\Phi$, leakage of the MW signals, unequal driving field amplitudes, and unwanted detunings of the driving fields. Although we calculate our ramps assuming equal driving amplitudes and zero detunings, violations of these assumptions are experimentally unavoidable, and the errors generally fluctuate in time [17]. These factors are also responsible for the remaining, small oscillations in $p_0$ visible after state transfer in Fig. 3(c) [33].

Having shown efficient initialization of a single, pure dressed state and subsequent dressed state population readout, we next demonstrate coherent manipulation of dressed states by performing electron spin resonance and Rabi nutation measurements in the dressed state basis. For this, we apply an additional MW manipulation field of Rabi frequency $\Omega_{\text{man}}$ in between the initialization and remapping procedures [Fig. 4(a)]. By sweeping the frequency of this manipulation field (at a constant pulse duration $\tau = 45 \mu s$) across the $|0\rangle \leftrightarrow | -1\rangle$ transition of 2.8672 GHz, we observe two dips [Fig. 4(d)], corresponding to dressed state transitions at positive and negative frequencies in the rotating frame, i.e., at symmetric detunings around the bare $|0\rangle \leftrightarrow | -1\rangle$ transition frequency [note that the two possible transition from $|\Psi_{-1}\rangle$ to either $|\Psi_0\rangle$ or $|\Psi_{+1}\rangle$ [light green arrows in Fig. 1(b)] occur at the same frequencies and

FIG. 4. Transfer fidelity and dressed state characterization. (a) Pulse sequence employed for bidirectional state transfer and manipulation of the dressed states. (b) Inverted state transfer to the initial system after the dressed state $|\Psi_{+1}\rangle$ was prepared. Measured population $p_0$ (green) as a function of the remapping time $t'$ for $\nu = \Omega/2$ with corresponding simulation (black). (c) Experimental transfer fidelity for various numbers of completed (re-) mapping cycles. The exponential fit to the data (dashed) yields a statistical transfer fidelity of 99.4(2) %. (d) Transition frequencies of the dressed states after initialization of $|\Psi_{+1}\rangle$ measured with an additional probe field $\Omega_{\text{man}}$, whose frequency is given relative to the $|0\rangle \leftrightarrow | -1\rangle$ transition of 2.8672 GHz. (e) Rabi oscillations on a dressed state transition extracted from (d) with $\Omega_{\text{Rabi}}/2\pi = 131(1)$ kHz and $T_{\text{dec}} = 24(3) \mu s$. [909502 (2019)]
are therefore indistinguishable]. Lastly, by resonant driving of the dressed state transitions for varying durations \(\tau\), we demonstrate coherent Rabi oscillations [Fig. 4(e)] and therefore coherent dressed state manipulation.

We have shown high-fidelity, reversible initialization of individual dressed states in a CCD scheme using STA state transfer protocols, for which we demonstrated a more than twofold speed-up over the adiabatic approach with state transfer fidelities > 99%. This performance is the direct result of our combination of STA (providing fast, high efficiency initialization) and CCD dressed states (offering close to 100-fold improvement in coherence times compared to the other continuous mechanical or MW driving schemes under similar conditions [17]). Our results provide a basis for future exploitation of dressed states, building on the coherent control of dressed states we have demonstrated. In particular, while the efficiency of coherence protection in CCD has been demonstrated recently [17], details of additional dressed state dephasing mechanisms remain unknown and could be explored by employing noise spectroscopy [42] and dynamical decoupling [43–45], directly in the dressed state basis. Owing to the prolonged dressed state coherence times over the bare spin states [17,19,20,46], our technique could be used to efficiently store particular NV spin states by mapping to the dressed state basis [47,48] on timescales much longer than the coherence times of the bare NV states. Lastly, owing to its versatility and stability, the experimental system we established here forms an attractive platform to implement and test novel state transfer protocols, which may emerge from future theoretical work.
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